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Evaluation of computer vision 

 
 
 
Situation in 2000 

–  Various video concept definitions 
–  Specific and small data sets 
–  Hard to compare methodologies 
 
 

For object tracking still the case in 2013 

= Researchers 



Overview 

1.  Video benchmarks, TRECVID, average precision, progress 
2.  Image benchmarks, PASCAL, ImageNet, lessons learned 
3.  Labels from humans, experts, volunteers, crowdsourcing 
4.  Labels from similarity, nearest neighbor, simple features 
5.  Negative labels, negative bootstrapping, model compression 

6.  Learning using attributes  

 
 
 
 
 



1. Video benchmarks 

Crucial drivers for progress in large-scale computer vision are 
international search engine benchmarks. The National Institute of 
Standards and Technology’s TRECVID (TREC Video Retrieval) 
benchmark has played a significant role. The main goal of 
TRECVID is to promote progress in content-based analysis of and 
retrieval from digital video via open, metrics-based evaluation. 
TRECVID is a laboratory-style evaluation that attempts to model 
real world situations or significant component tasks involved in 
such situations.  



International competition 

NIST	  TRECVID	  Benchmark	  
	  
Promote	  progress	  in	  video	  retrieval	  research	  
	  
Open	  data,	  tasks,	  evaluaAon	  and	  innovaAon	  
 

http://trecvid.nist.gov/ 



Video data sets 
US TV news (`03/`04) 

 
International TV news (`05/`06) 

 
Dutch TV infotainment (`07/`08/`09) 
 
 
 

Web video (since 2010) 

 



NIST TRECVID evolution 
Slide Credit: Paul Over, NIST 



Task: concept detection 
Goal 

–  Build benchmark collection for visual concept detection methods 

 
 Secondary goals 

–  encourage generic (scalable) methods for detector development 
–  semantic annotation is important for search/browsing 

Aircraft 

Beach 

Mountain 

People 
marching 

Police/Security 

Flower 

Note the variety in  
visual appearance 



De facto evaluation standard 



Annotation efforts 

17 32 39 
101 

374 

500 

… 

LSCOM 

MediaMill - UvA 

Others 

Expert annotation efforts 

TRECVID Edition 



Measuring performance 

Precision 
 

Set of retrieved items Set of relevant items 

Set of relevant 
retrieved items 

inverse relationship  
Recall 

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  

4.	  

5.	  

Results	  



Evaluation measure 
Average Precision 

–  Combines precision and recall 
–  Averages precision after relevant shot 
–  Top of ranked list most important  

 
 

AP	  =	  
1/1	  +	  2/3	  +	  3/4	  +	  …	  

number	  of	  relevant	  documents	  

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  

4.	  

5.	  

Results	  

AP	  	  



2003: no clue! 



e.g. 
SIFT 

2010: Bag-of-words 

Local Feature 
Extraction 

Feature 
Pooling 

Feature 
Encoding Classification 

Ψ

Color SIFT, soft assignment and  kernel approximations. 

Snoek et al, TRECVID 2008-2010 
Van de Sande et al, PAMI 2010 

Van Gemert et al, PAMI 2010 

Software available for download at http://colordescriptors.com 



Benchmarking	  is	  compute	  intensive	  

Distributed	  ASCI	  super	  computer:	  priceless	  



Are	  we	  making	  progress?	  

• 1000+ others 

x MediaMill team 

MediaMill team, TRECVID 2004-2013 



•  36 concept detectors 
–  Even when using training 

data of different origin 

–  Vocabulary still limited 

Snoek & Smeulders,  
IEEE Computer 2010 

Performance doubled in 3 years 



CrossBrowser combines query results and time 

time 

ranked results 2010 Version 

Snoek, TMM 2007 

MediaMill video search engine 



MediaMill TRECVID 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bag of codes Net of convolutions 

Video 

Late Fusion 

Key frame 

Video 

Run:  
MediaMill 2012 

Run: 
Video deep net 

Run: 
Key Frame fusion 

Run: 
Video fusion 



MediaMill: Color Fisher coding 

Densely sampled points 
SIFT, RGB-SIFT and T-SIFT descriptors 
PCA reduction to 80D 
Fisher vector coding with codebook size 256 
Spatial pyramid 1x1+1x3 
Linear classifier 
 

Color Descriptor software available for download at http://colordescriptors.com 



MediaMill: Video deep learning 

Convolutional neural network with 8 layers with weights 
 
Trained using error back propagation 

–  ImageNet for pre-training 



Results 

Video deep net MediaMill 2012 
Frame fusion 

Video fusion 

Bag of codes and deep net profit from each other 



Caution: To be tested…  

Performance doubled again? 



Impala	  iPhone	  App	  
© Euvision Technologies 



Future challenge: Instance search 
Given a single query example, including a segmentation 

mask, find similar occurrences of the named instance in 
a collection of video. 



Future challenge: event recognition 
Given 100, 10 or 0 training example videos, recognize and 

recount videos in a huge test collection containing the 
event of interest. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Object, scene and action detectors are believe to be part of 

the solution. 

Cleaning an appliance 

Working on a metal project 

. . . 

. . . 



2. Image benchmarks 

The PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenge is a  
benchmark in visual object category recognition and detection,  
which provides challenging images and high quality annotation,  
together with a standard evaluation methodology. Measured the  
state-of-the-art on a yearly basis from 2005 to 2012. It has been  
succeeded by the ImageNet challenge which evaluates algorithms "
for object detection and image classification at large scale. 
 
 
 



Dataset Collection 
500K Images downloaded from flickr and random subset 

selected for annotation 
 
Complete annotation of all objects from 20 categories 
 
 

Truncated 
Object 
extends 
beyond BB 

Occluded 
Object is 
significantly 
occluded within 
BB 

Pose 
Facing left 

Difficult 
Not scored 
in 
evaluation 

Slide credit: Mark Everingham 



Examples 
Dining Table 

Potted Plant 

Dog Horse Motorbike Person 

Sheep Sofa Train TV/Monitor 



2010 Dataset Statistics 

Training Testing 

Images 10,103  (7,054) 9,637 (6,650) 

Objects 23,374  (17,218) 22,992 (16,829) 

VOC2009 counts shown in brackets 

Minimum ~500 training objects per category 
~1700 cars, 1500 dogs, 7000 people 

 
~Equal distribution across training and test sets 



PASCAL VOC Challenges 
Object classification 

–  Does the image contain an airplane? 

Object deteciton 
–  Where is the airplane, (if any)? 

Object segmentation 
–  Which pixels are part of an airplane,  

(if any)? 

Slide credit: Andrew Zisserman 



e.g. 
SIFT 

dense sampling 

Lessons learned (day 1) 

Local Feature 
Extraction 

Feature 
Pooling 

Feature 
Encoding Classification 

avg/sum pooling 
max pooling 

BoW  
Sparse coding  
Fisher 
VLAD 

Ψ

kernel approximation [Maji, ICCV09] 
explicit feature maps [Vedaldi, PAMI11] 

Reliable object classification with bag-of-words and SVMs 



Lessons learned (day 2) 
Model parts and local deformations with latent SVM 

Felzenswalb, PAMI 2010 



Lessons learned (day 3) 
Hypotheses from hierarchical grouping, strong encodings 

Uijlings, IJCV 2013 



Lessons learned (day 1) 
Codemaps for localized L2-normalized encoding 

Gavves, PAMI submitted 



ImageNet large-scale challenge 

Slide credit: Olga Russakovsky 



ImageNet 2012 classification 



ImageNet 2013 classification 
Top10 is using deep nets. 



ImageNet detection challenge 



[Sande, Fontijne et al. ImageNet 2013] 

ImageNet 2013 detection results 



Winning approach 
Classification priors 
 
 
Selective search 
 
 
Fisher vector with FLAIR 
 
 
Retraining 
 
 



Fisher vector with FLAIR 
FLAIR is a data structure for which it is as efficient to  
evaluate one box as it is many boxes 
 
Decomposes Fisher vector per 
codeword into integral image 
 
Maintains L2 and  power-norm 
 
18X speedup, same accuracy 
 

Sande CVPR 2014 



Detection results 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 5 10 15 20 25 

+ Class Priors (21.9%) 

Pure Detection System (18.3%) 

Regionlets (14.7%) 

DPM v5 (10.0%) 

MAP 

ImageNet 2013 Detection Validation Set 

Felzenswalb, PAMI10 

Wang, ICCV13 

Sande, CVPR14 
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Question 
 
 
 
How many parameters to learn in a 
state-of-the-art seven layer deep 
convolutional neural network? 
 

Quiz: how many parameters? 



Question 
 
 
 
How many object, scene, and action detectors do we need 
for effective visual retrieval? 
 

Quiz: how many concepts? 



Counting dictionary words 

Biederman, Psychological Review 1987 Slide credit: Li Fei-Fei 



3. Labels from humans 

The most precious resource in computer vision by learning is data. 
 
The most traditional source for obtaining labeled examples is to 
rely on human experts. The Internet has launched the trend to let  
volunteers label visual content, either for fun, for winning a game  
or for a small compensation. ImageNet is a labeled image  
database organized according to the WordNet hierarchy in which  
each node of the hierarchy is depicted by hundreds of images. 
 
 



Labeling by library experts 
LSCOM (Large Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia) 
Provides manual annotations for 449 concepts 

–  In international broadcast TV news 

Connection to Cyc ontology 
 

Naphade, IEEE MM 2006 

http://www.lscom.org/ 



Labeling by volunteers 

Russell IJCV 2008 



Polygon quality 



Online hooligans 



Testing 

Most common 
labels: 
test 
adksdsa 

woiieiie 

… 



Downside of volunteers 
Lack of incentive 
 
Limited quality control 
 
Limited number of labels 



Labels from games 

von Ahn, ESP Game 

Steggink, MM Sys, 2011 

Deng CVPR 2013 



Labels from games 
Games are a fun way to motivate volunteers 

–  Words are often too abstract 
–  Requires some sort of label validation 

 
More descriptive labels by 

–  Adding semantic structure  
–  Linking labels to regions 

 
Any game suffers from lack of popularity 



Labels from micro-payments 
ImageNet (11M images) 

–  4000 categories 
–  > 100 examples 

 
SUN (130K images) 

–  397 scene categories 
–  > 100 examples 

Deng et al, CVPR 2009 

Xiao et al, CVPR 2010 



                     
                         demo 

http://www.image-net.org 



Constructing ImageNet 

Step 1: 
Collect candidate images 

via the Internet 

Step 2: 
Clean up the candidate 

Images by humans 



is  built by crowdsourcing 

July 2008: 0 images 
 
Dec 2008: 3 million images, 6K+ synsets 
 
April 2010: 11 million images, 15K+ synsets 
 
Yesterday: 14 million images, 21K synsets indexed     



Accuracy 

e.g. German Shepherd e.g. dog e.g. mammal 

Deng CVPR, 2009 



Diversity 

e.g. German Shepherd e.g. dog e.g. mammal 

ESP: Ahn et al. 2006 Deng CVPR, 2009 



Scale 

Deng CVPR, 2009 
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Datasets comparison 

TRECVID 



Constructing ImageNet 

Step 1: 
Collect candidate images 

via the Internet 

Step 2: 
Clean up the candidate 

Images by humans 



Constructing ImageNet 

Step 1: 
Collect candidate images 

via the Internet 

Step 2: 
Clean up the candidate 

Images by humans 
Free 



Constructing ImageNet 

Step 1: 
Collect candidate images 

via the Internet 

Step 2: 
Clean up the candidate 

Images by humans 
Free $$$ 



4. Labels from similarities 

The most precious resource in computer vision by learning is data. 
 
Huge amounts of weakly labeled images and videos are available  
online. How reliable are these tags? Can we use them for learning  
classifiers, segment images, or localize distinctive parts? It turns  
out that ‘good old’ nearest neighbor with simple visual features  
provides a free, scalable and effective means to collect valuable  
data. 
 
 
 
Many slides by Xirong Li 





Fundamental problem 
Social tags for image and video were never meant to meet 

professional standards, consequently they are 
–  subjective 
–  ambiguous,  
–  overly personalized, and  
–  limited.  

 
Tagged images are notoriously difficult to find. 
 
 



Searching for ‘tiger’ 

x	  

x	  

x	  

x	   x	  



Searching for ‘classroom’ 

x	   x	   x	  

x	  



What image tags in this example are suited 
as training label? 

Quiz 



Computer vision is essential 

bridge 
bicycle  
perfect  
MyWinners 

bridge 
bicycle  
perfect  
MyWinners 

?

Free text User tags 



Challenges 
Many tags & many images 
 
 
 
A prospective algorithm 

 scalable 
 unsupervised 

 
 



Nearest neighbor 



Intuition for tagged images 
Similar images with similar tags are reliable 

Xirong Li, TMM 2009, best paper 



Nearest neighbor for tag relevance 
Objective tags are identified 
 

Based on 3.5 Million images downloaded from Flickr 



Same principle, diverse features 
Fully unsupervised, adds 10% in performance 
 

sunset
ocean
bridge
nature
instantfave
scenery

sunset
ocean
bridge
nature
instantfave
scenery

sunset
ocean
bridge
nature
instantfave
scenery

sunset
ocean
bridge
nature
instantfave
scenery

sunset
ocean
bridge
nature
instantfave
scenery

Learning tag relevance given feature1

Learning tag relevance given feature2

Learning tag relevance given featurem

Combining 
multi-feature 
tag relevance

Xirong Li, CIVR 2010, best paper 



Even more efficient with tiny images 
32x32 resolution 
80M images 
Nearest neighbor 

Torralba, PAMI 2008 



Nearest neighbor for segments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Annotates many classes with accurate segmentations 
Scales efficiently 
Segmentations available 

Kuettel, ECCV 2012, best paper 



Nearest neighbor for parts 

Gavves, ICCV 2013 



Nearest neighbor localized actions? 
Write paper. 



Take home message 
Nearest neighbor with simple visual features provides a  
free, scalable and effective means to collect valuable data  
for many computer vision by learning problems. 
 



5. Negative labels 

Computer vision by learning tends to misclassify negative 
examples which are visually similar to positive ones, inclusion of 
such misclassified and thus relevant negatives should be stressed 
during learning. User-tagged images are abundant online, but 
which images are the relevant negatives remains unclear. We 
consider Negative Bootstrap, which iteratively finds relevant 
negatives. Per iteration, it learns from a small proportion of many 
user-tagged images, yielding an ensemble of meta classifiers. For 
efficient classification, it uses Model Compression such that the 
classification time is independent of the ensemble size. 
 
 

Many slides by Xirong Li 



Random negatives are not necessarily relevant 

？ 

Positives Negatives Decision boundary 

Which images are relevant negatives? 



aviationstation tennis outreach

lotusvagrantsketchpeople

beachlife aircraft airplane cow

planesister street

tokyolithuania aeroplane aeroplane

Virtual	  labeling	  

outreachtennisstation sketchpeople

lotusvagrant beachlife cow sister

street
New 

Zealand lithuania tokyo

airplane 

Corpus-based Lexicon-based 
aviation, flying,… biplane, bomber, … 

Negatives for free by virtual labeling 



Selection 

Prediction 
***

* airplane classifier 

Virtually labeled 
negatives 

Most misclassified negatives 

Select most misclassified negatives as the relevant negatives 
Then iterate 

Identifying most relevant negatives 



Negative Bootstrap 

Adaptive	  Sampling

Virtual	  labeling

Classifier	  learning

Random	  sampling

Selection

Prediction Classifier	  aggregation

aviationstation tennis outreach

lotusvagrantsketchpeople

beachlife aircraft airplane cow

planesister street

tokyolithuania aeroplane aeroplane

***
*

tradeoff between 
effectiveness and efficiency 

to find the most 
informative negatives 

airplane Negative examples 



Negative Bootstrap vs State of the Art 
Negatives are more useful when very few positives are  
available. Random negatives are not always informative 



Because the tag bus is related to 
‘car’,  examples of ‘bus’ are 
excluded. 

As an alternative, examples of 
`firetruck’ are identified as 
informative negatives. 

x

x

x

As	  genuine	  posiAves	  are	  in	  the	  
minority,	  their	  impact	  is	  minimal	  

Relevant negatives of ‘car’ 



The Efficiency Problem 
Classification time is proportional to the number of classifiers 
 



Histogram Intersection Kernel SVM 
SVM decision function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Constraints	
 

 

Support vectors 

Weight per support vector 

Kernel 

# Features 



Fast Intersection Kernel SVM 
Histogram Intersection Kernel is additive 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                can be approximated by linear interpolation	
 

 

Maji PAMI 2013 

Support vectors # Features 

Support vectors per dimension 



An ensemble of classifiers 

Linearly combined classifiers 

Linearly combined Histogram Intersection Kernel SVMs 

Weight per classifier 



Model Compression 

Extending FIK-SVM to classifier ensembles 

   Decision function per dimension 

   Sort the i-th dimension of support vectors in all meta classifiers 

   For any z within  

Li TMM 2013 



The Influence of Model Compression 

Efficiency Effectiveness 

22x faster 



Take home message 
Computer vision by learning without the need of labeling 

any negative examples 
 
Negative Bootstrap is much better than random sampling 
 
Negative Bootstraps & model compression find relevant 

negatives: effective and efficient. 
 



Overview 

1.  Video benchmarks, TRECVID, average precision, progress 
2.  Image benchmarks, PASCAL, ImageNet, lessons learned 
3.  Labels from humans, experts, volunteers, crowdsourcing 
4.  Labels from similarity, nearest neighbor, simple features 
5.  Negative labels, negative bootstrapping, model compression 

6.  Learning using attributes 

 
 
 
 
 


